The street entrance for **Floating Hospital for Children** is at **755 Washington St.** behind the Skippy the Bear sculpture next to the large hospital sign and directly across from main entrance at 800 Washington St. You’ll know you are inside Floating Hospital whenever you see the colorful Toughlings wall murals.

**Get there through the Third Floor Corridor:** Getting to many points in the hospital is easiest using the third floor corridor, which connects all our buildings.

**From the garage,** take the stairs and exit at the 3rd floor. Take a right towards the Atrium. Look for the signs for Floating Hospital elevators and the Toughlings murals.

For an accessible route, take the garage elevator to the Ground level. Enter the building (you will be on the Plaza Level of Floating Hospital) and follow the corridor left to the Floating Hospital red elevators. Take these elevators to your floor.

**From other hospital buildings:** From Biewend, Proger, North, or South Buildings, take any elevator to the 3rd floor corridor. Follow the 3rd floor corridor to the Atrium. Follow the Atrium to the signs for Floating Hospital between the Chopp’d and Topp’d restaurant and the Atrium 3 Pharmacy. Follow the corridor about ½ way down to the red Floating elevators. Look for the Toughlings murals.